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Abstract

Modifications of the M/M/n/m and M/M/n/∞ queueing systems are exa-
mined. These modifications consist in an opportunity of transition in a state of
inaccessibility and blocking of an input flow. Ergodic distributions of number of
customers in queueing systems are found.

1. Introduction. We study queue with n servers for which the number of
places in queue cannot exceed number m. Let customers arrive to system on one.
We assume also, that time intervals between the moments of arrival of customers
and service times are independent random variables exponentially distributed with
parameter λ and µ respectively.

The single-server queueing systems of type M/G/1/m with limited queue and
regenerating level of input flow are examined in works [1–3]. If the length of queue
reaches number m then arrival of customers in system is blocked and renews only
when the length of queue decreases up to some threshold level l ∈ [0, m− 1]. Algo-
rithms for definition of ergodic distribution of length of queue in such systems which
realization demands enough bulky calculations are represented in works [ 2, 3 ].

Let’s assume, that through time intervals exponentially distributed with param-
eter ν the system can pass in a state of inaccessibility when any server has no an
opportunity to serve the customers, new customers cannot arrive to system, but
all the customers who are being in system (on service and in queue), remain and
wait for end of a state of inaccessibility. Duration of a state of inaccessibility is
exponentially distributed with parameter γ.

Below for queue M/M/n/m with possible states of inaccessibility and blocking
of an input flow, for queue M/M/n/m with blocking of an input flow and for queue
M/M/n/∞ with the opportunity of transition in a state of inaccessibility we de-
duce universal formulas for ergodic distribution of number of customers in system.
Universality of the received formulas allows us to receive directly such ergodic distri-
bution for any number of servers n, set maximal length of queue m and a threshold
level of blocking l ∈ [0, m− 1].

2. Queueing system with possible states of inaccessibility and

blocking of an input flow. We introduce standard numbering of states of
queueing system: state sk

(
k = 0, n+m

)
means presence in system of k cus-

tomers (blocking of an input flow is not carried out, the system is accessible). By
sk1

(
k = 0, n+m

)
we shall separately designate the states corresponding to the




